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Review. PKE from trapdoor functions. Direct constructions: e.g., Regev’s PKE.
Today. In the first part, we will introduce what lattices are and computational problems (directly) concerning them. In the second part (on slides), we will discuss the (quantum) security of the proposed
post-quantum cryptosystems in two aspects: 1) investigate the hardness of solving the computational
problems by classical and quantum algorithms; and 2) base security of the cryptosystems against (classical &) quantum attacks on the hard problems in the framework of provable security.

1 Lattices & lattice problems
Definition 1 (Lattice). An n-dimensional lattice L is a discrete (additive) subgroup of R.
Probably the simplest example of a lattice is Zn . Note that a lattice contains infinitely many points.
Nonetheless, it can be generated by integer linear combinations of a set of linearly independent (over
Rn ) vectors B = {b 1 , . . . , b k }, b i ∈ Rn as
(
)
k
X
k
L := L (B ) = B · Z =
zi bi : zi ∈ Z .
i =1

k is the rank of the latice and we will only be concerned with full-rank lattices (i.e. k = n). B is called a
basis of L and it’s worth mentioning that a lattice basis is not unique. In fact for any unimodular matrix
U ∈ Zn×n , det(U ) = ±1, B 0 = B ·U is also a basis of L (B ).
A useful quantity is the minimum distance of a lattice, which is also the length of a shortest non-zero
vector:
λ1 (L ) := min kvk .
v∈L \{0}

n

For an arbitrary point t ∈ R , we define its distance to L as
dist(t , L ) := min kv − t k .
v∈L

1.1 Computational problems
The two most important problems in lattices are the shortest vector problem (SVP) and the BoundedDistance Decoding (BDD).
Definition 2 (Shortest Vector Problem (SVP)).
• Given: a basis of some lattice L .
• Find: a shortest lattice vector, i.e. v ∈ L with kvk = λ1 (L ).
There are a few common variants of SVP. First of all, we often relax and only ask for an approximate
solution.
Definition 3 (Approximate Shortest Vector Problem (SVPγ )).
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• Given: a basis of some lattice L .
• Find: a short vector v ∈ L with kvk ≤ γ · λ1 (L ).
γ is called the approximation factor and is typically a function γ(n) of the dimension n.
Of particular importance to cryptography is the decision version of SVPγ , denoted as GapSVPγ .
Definition 4 (Decisional Approximate Shortest Vector Problem (GapSVPγ )).
• Given: a basis of some lattice L .
• Decide: YES: λ1 (L ) ≤ 1 or NO: λ1 (L ) > γ.
The other important problem is called Bounded-Distance Decoding (BDD).
Definition 5 (Bounded Distance Decoding Problem (BDDγ )).
• Given: a basis of some lattice L and a target vector t ∈ Rn .
• Promise: dist(t , L ) ≤ d = λ1 (L )/(2γ(n)).
• Find: the unique closest lattice vector to t , i.e., v ∈ L such that kv − t k ≤ d .
[Exercise: why v is unique?]
BDD is a special case of the closest vector problem CVPγ , in which we do not have the distance
promise.

1.2 Further observations on lattice-based & code-based problems
q-ary lattices and connection to SIS & LWE . For a matrix A ∈ Zn×m
, define the following two types of
q
lattices

©
ª
m
Λ⊥
q (A) := v ∈ Z : Av = 0 (mod q) ,
©
ª
Λq (A) := v ∈ Zm : v = A T z (mod q) for some z ∈ Zn .
n
m
n
Notice that q Zm ⊆ Λ⊥
q ⊆ Z and q Z ⊆ Λq ⊆ Z . We call them q-ary lattices.
Then it is easy to see that the (homogeneous) SIS problem is equivalent to the SVPγ problem in
lattice Λ⊥
q . Similarly, LWE can be viewed as a BDD instance in lattice Λq with target t = As + e (mod q)
since e is taken to be a “small” error. This means that SIS and LWE are no harder than some (averagecase) lattice problems (e.g. SVPγ ). More surprisingly and unique to lattice cryptography, we will see in
part II (slides) that SIS and LWE are actually as hard as some worst-case lattice problem (e.g. GapSVPγ ),
i.e., as long as there exists some lattice on which GapSVPγ is hard, the SIS problem is hard too for a
randomly generated A.

Remark 1. Recall the Type-I trapdoor we defined last time: a “small” S ∈ Zm×m
such that AS = 0 mod q.
q
Observe that S is a “short-basis” for the lattice Λ⊥
(A).
This
is
why
we
ususally
call S a “short-basis”
q
⊥
trapdoor, which one can use for solving BDD on Λq (A) for instance.
Duality. Consider the functions induced by SIS and LWE :
A ∈ Zn×m
: f A (x) := Ax
q

(mod q);
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g A T (s, e) = A T s + e

(mod q) .

In fact, f A and g A T are the same function under different parameter sets. Basically they are both derived from BDD where the distance is greater than the covering radius which leads to a surjective function f A in SIS , whereas in LWE the distance is smaller than λ1 /2, leading to a unique closest vector and
hence an injective function. Detailed discussion can be found in [Mic10]. We show a similar equivalence
for coding problems as a motivating example.
Let H and G be the parity check matrix and generating matrix for some binary linear code (n, k, d )
written in the systematic form:
¡
¢
H = 1n−k |Q (n−k)×k ∈ F2(n−k)×n ;

G = (Q (n−k)×k |1k )T ∈ Fn×k
.
2

1 j represents the identity matrix of dimension j .
Recall the functions induced from the syndrome decoding (SD ) and codeword decoding (CD ) problems:
f H (x) := H x;

g G (s, e) = G s + e .

¡
¢
• CD → SD (g → f ): Suppose we are given y = f H (x). Notice that f H (x) = 1n−k |Q (n−k)×k x = x 1 +
Qx 2 where x 1 and x 2 are the first n − k and remaining k coordinates of x respectively. Hence this
can be seen as a CD instance g Q (x 2 , x 1 ), and we can recover x if we can invert g Q to find x 2 and x 1 .

• SD → CD ( f → g ): Suppose we are given y = g G (s, e). If we multiply H , we get
z := H y = H (G s + e) = He ,
since HG = 0. Therefore, we have a SD instance. We can compute e if we can invert f H and recover
s as well.

References for Part II in the slides
Complexity and algorithms.
• Lattices
– Hardness results: NP-hard for approximate SVP [Ajt98, Mic01, Kho05, Pei08].
– worst-case to average-casae reductions: worst-case lattice problems to SIS [Ajt96, MR07].
Worst-case lattice problems to LWE [Reg09, Pei09, BLP+ 13].
– Lattice reduction algorithms: [LLL82, Sch87, CN11] and many more
– Exact SVP algorithms enumeration, good performance in practice in small dimension [Kan83,
GNR10], sieving [AKS01, MV10, MV13], Discrete Gaussian Sampling a special type of sieving
which gives the best asymptotic performance (2n time & space) [ADRSD15].
– Quantum algorithms & attacks: applying Grover search [LMVDP15]; quantum algorithms
for problems in (high-degree) number fields including in particular the principal ideal problem (PIP) [EHKS14, BS16]; attacks on lattice cryptosystems based on the short-generatorPIP [CGS14, BS15, CDPR15]. unique-SVP and BDD reduces to dihedral coset problem [Reg04b].
• Codes
– Hardness results: NP-hard to decode general linear codes [BMVT78,Var97]; NP-hard for approximate decoding [DMS03, FM04, REG04a]; NP-hard for (high-error) Reed-Solomon code [GV05].
– Algorithms: Information set decoding [LB88, Leo88, Ste88, BJMM12]; a distinguisher for highrate McEliece systems [FGUO+ 13]; support splitting algorithm for code equivalence [Sen00].
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– Quantum algorithms: Connection to (a seemingly hard instance of ) the Hidden subgroup Problem, viewd as quantum-resistance of McEliece scheme [DMR11].
• MQ
– Hardness results: NP-hard in worst-case [Stu02].
– Algorithms: computing Gröbner basis [Buc06, BFS03, EF14], algorithms for isomporphism of
polynomials [Pat96, BFV13].
Provable Quantum Security.
• Quantum security models: [Unr10, Son14, HSS15].
• Quantum rewinding and cryptographic protocols: a quantum rewinding lemma and zeroknowledge proofs for NP [Wat09]; 2-party computation [LN11, HSS11, FKS+ 13].
• Quantum random-oracle: proposed in [BDF+ 11], proof techniques developed in [Zha12, ES15,
Unr15, HRS16].
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